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A

Ira R Adams, PHD (eng_ira@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, University of Virginia - SFS; MA, University of Virginia - SFS; BA, Washington & Lee University

Randy L Adams, MM (mus_rla@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, MM, Northwestern University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Samuel Adu-Prah, PHD (sxa054@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MSED, Alcorn State University; MPHIL, University of Cambridge; BA, University of Ghana

Irfan Ahmed, PHD (mgt_ixa@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, The Indian Institute of Mgmt; BA, Osmania University

Ouadie Akaaboune, PHD (oxa021@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MACCY, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa

Sinem Akay-Sullivan, PHD (sxa055@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MED, Univ of North Texas; MS, Middle East Technical Univ; BS, Hacettepe University

Donald P. Albert, PHD (geo_dpa@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; MA, Appalachian State University; BS, Salem State College

John G Alford, PHD (jga001@shsu.edu), Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles
Justin P Allen, PHD (justin.allen@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Kansas; EDSP, Univ of Kansas; MA, Washburn University; BA, Kansas State University

Diego Alvarez, PHD (diego.alvarez@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Physiology and Pharmacology, Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of South Alabama; MD, Universidad Libre

Min Kyung An, PHD (an@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MS, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BS, Jeju National University

Jeffrey S Anastasi, PHD (jsa001@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Suny At Binghamton; BA, Suny At Binghamton

Jaime Lynn Anderson, PHD (jia068@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Eastern Kentucky University; BA, Univ of Dayton; BA, Univ of Dayton

Mark J Anderson, PHD (mjanderson@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Texas Tech University

Leslie Rachelle Anglesey, PHD (lra012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Nevada-Reno; MA, California St Un-Sacramento; BA, California St Un-Sacramento

Benny E Arney, PHD (chm_bea@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Rice University; BA, Univ of St Thomas

Michael I Arrington, PHD (mia016@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BA, Univ of Southern Mississippi

Tatiana Vyacheslavovna Artamonova, PHD (txa034@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Purdue University; MA, Texas Tech University; MED, Texas Tech University; BA, Russian State Social Univ

Mario Aschauer, PHD (mxa072@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, University of Vienna; MA, Univ of Music & Perform Arts; MPHIL, University of Vienna

Burcu Ates, PHD (bxa013@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Michigan State University; BA, Middle East Technical Univ

Mardelle Renee Atkins, PHD (mra043@shsu.edu), Roland Black Endowed Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Baylor College of Medicine; BS, Texas A&M University

Traci Leigh Austin, PHD (tla016@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MA, Ohio State University; BA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln

Andia B Azimi, PHD (axa205@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Georgia State University; MS, Georgia State University; BS, Georgia State University

B

Nancy E Baker, PHD (neb001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Harvard University; AM, Harvard University; MA, George Washington University; BA, Rutgers University

Natalie Danielle Baker, PHD (natalie.baker@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Univ of Calif-Irvine; MS, Tulane University; MSPH, Tulane University; BS, Univ of Central Florida

Courtney Swisher Banks, PHD (cbs028@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Texas A&M University; SSP, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Baylor University

Maria Hasler Barker, PHD (mhb015@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Indiana University; MA, Indiana University; BA, Brigham Young University

Rosanne M. Barker, PHD (his_rmb@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; MA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Aubrey W Barrett, DMA (mus_awb@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music; Associate Dean, CFMC, School of Music, DMA, University of Iowa; MCM, Southwest Baptist Theo Seminar; BM, Samford University

Jeremy R Bechelli, PHD (jrb138@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Univ. of Texas-Med-Galveston; MS, Univ of Rochester; BA, Suny College At Brockport
Jessica Suagee Bedore, PHD (jsb071@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MS, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BS, Univ of Maryland-College Park

Kimberly K Bell, PHD (eng_kkb@shsu.edu), Professor of English and Dean of Honors College, Department of English, PHD, Georgia State University; MA, Clark University; BA, The American College of Greece

Carrie A Belsito, PHD (belsito@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, California St Un-Fresno

Helen Berg, PHD (hberg@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Colorado; MED, Lesley College; BS, Univ of N Carolina-Greensboro

Milo D. Berg, PHD (eco_mdb@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Analysis, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Texas A&M University; BSB, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Marcy Miller Beverly, PHD (agr_mmb@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Meredith S Billings, PHD (msb060@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Univ of Michigan; MA, University of Maryland; BS, William & Mary College

Tracy E. Bilsing, PHD (eng_teb@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Assistant Dean of Honors College, Department of English, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Jadwiga M Biskupska, PHD (jxb074@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Yale University; MA, Yale University; MA, Yale University; BA, Cornell University

Robin M Bittick, PHD (rmb004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Claremont McKenna College; MPA, California St Un-Dominguez Hll; BS, California St Un-Dominguez Hll

Brian D Blackburne, PHD (brianblackborne@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Central Florida; MA, Univ of North Texas; BA, Texas A&M University

William Hollis Blackwell, EDD (whb004@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Boston University; EDM, Harvard University; BA, Colgate University

Jacob Damon Blevins, PHD (jblevins@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas Tech University; MFA, McNeese State University; MA, McNeese State University; BA, McNeese State University

Leslie H Blix, PHD (lhb010@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS, Cuny Queens College; BS, Hodges University; BA, Univ of Connecticut

Marcus T Bocaccini, PHD (psy_mtb@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BS, Univ of Santa Clara

Jean Richard R Bodon, PHD (jxb034@shsu.edu), Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Univ of Akron; BA, Birmingham-Southern College

Danielle Lynne Boisvert, PHD (dxb014@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology; Associate Dean, COCJ, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MFS, George Washington University; BS, University of Western Ontario

Siham Bouamer, PHD (sxb081@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of French, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Washington University; MA, St Louis University; BA, Mullhouse University

Basem Azmy Saad Boutros, PHD (bab151@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Family and Consumer Sciences, Department of Family & Consumer Sciences, PHD, Kansas State University; MSC, Fayoum University; BSC, Fayoum University

Tony Lane Boutte, DMA (txb023@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MM, Eastman School of Music; BFA, Louisiana Tech University

Frances Elizabeth Brandau, PHD (scm_feb@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Univ of Southern Mississippi; BS, Univ of Southern Mississippi

Jonathan P Breazeale, PHD (jpb005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Millsaps College; BS, United States Military Academy
Rosemarie M Brock, PHD (rmb043@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MLS, Texas Woman's University; BA, Oklahoma State University

Joshua Martin Bronfman, PHD (jxb102@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Oregon State University; BME, Florida State University

Benita Rutanya Brooks, PHD (bxd019@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Assistant Dean of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Nevada-Las Vegas; MA, Murray State University; BA, Johnson C Smith Univ

Ryan M Broussard, PHD (rxb055@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette; BA, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette

Diana Michelle Brown, JD (dxb029@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Business Administration, Department of General Business & Finance, JD, South Texas College of Law; BA, Rice University

Jonathan Nathan Brown, PHD (jnbo47@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Indiana University

Lisa Ogle Brown, EDD (lob002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Oklahoma State University; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Texas A&M University

Stephen L Brown, PHD (sbrown@shsu.edu), Professor of Health, Department of Population Health, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MS, Arizona State University; BS, Brigham Young University

Timothy A Brown, PHD (txb032@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MS, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Texas A&M - Commerce

Wyatt Dandle Brown, PHD (wdbrown@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Univ of Louisville; BS, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Valencia Browning-Keen, PHD (vkb001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Family & Consumer Sciences, Department of Family & Consumer Sciences, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MS, Case Western Reserve Univ; BS, Lipscomb University

Sibyl Rae Bucheli, PHD (srb009@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MS, Ohio State Univ; BA, Hiram College

Emma Kathleen Price Bullock, PHD (exb051@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Utah State University; MMATH, Utah State University; BS, Brigham Young University

Laura Keilers Burleson, PHD (hec_lpb@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Interior Design, Department of Family & Consumer Sciences, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BA, Oklahoma State University

Ferry B Butar, PHD (mth_fbb@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MS, Univer of Nebraska-Lincoln; BS, Academy of Statistics; DRS, University of Indonesia

Patrick Buzzini, PHD (patrick.buzzini@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, University of Lausanne; MS, University of Lausanne

Emily R Cabaniss, PHD (erc016@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, North Carolina State Univ; MA, North Carolina State Univ; BA, North Carolina State Univ

William John Calderhead, PHD (wjc011@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Oregon; MED, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, University of Virginia - SFS; BS, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, The Johns Hopkins University

Rhonda L Callaway, PHD (rlc005@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MA, Univ of North Texas; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Charles James Capps, DBA (mgt_cjc@shsu.edu), Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, DBA, Louisiana Tech University; MBA, Univ of Portland; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Patricia Card, DMA (mus_ppc@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of North Texas; MMUS, Univ of Michigan; BM, Univ of North Texas

Linda G Carrington, PHD (carrington@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MBA, Univ of Kentucky; BBA, Eastern Kentucky University
Daniella Kelleigh Cash, PHD (dkc025@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Univ of Alabama-Huntsville; BS, Florida Southern College

Robert T Cashion, PHD (hhi_rtc@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Texas Christian University; MA, Univ of Texas-Arlington; BA, Austin College

Christopher M Cassidy, PHD (cassidy@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Gonzaga University; BS, U.S. Air Force Academy

Scott Thomas Chapman, PHD (stc008@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; BS, Wake Forest University; BS, Wake Forest University

Danhong Chen, PHD (dxc062@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MA, Southeast University; BA, Nanjing Agricultural University

Yixin Chen, PHD (cindychen@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, University at Buffalo, SUNY; MA, Univ of Texas-El Paso; ME, Huaqiao University; BE, Huaqiao University

ShengLun Cheng, PHD (scheng@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Ohio State Univ; MA, New Mexico State; BA, Wenzao Ursuline Col. of Lang

Paul W Child, PHD (pchild@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Notre Dame; MA, James Madison University; BA, Saint John's University

Hyuk Cho, PHD (hxc005@shsu.edu), Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Korea University; BE, Chonbuk National University

Jin Young Choi, PHD (jyc002@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MPH, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; MS, Ewha Women's University; BS, Ewha Women's University

Madhusudan Choudhary, PHD (mxc017@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, McMaster University; BSC, Patna University

Sanjeev Choudhary, PHD (choudhary@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Biochemistry, Cell Biology and Genetics, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, PHD, Post Graduate Institute of Med; MS, University of Poona; BA, University of Poona

Lindsay Camille Clark, PHD (lclark@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MA, Midwestern State University; BA, Midwestern State University

Shelly Lynn Clevenger, PHD (sxcl167@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; MA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; BA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Kevin Mark Clifton, PHD (kmc053@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of Texas at Austin; MM, Univ of Texas at Austin; BA, Austin College

Mona C Cockeher, PHD (mcc053@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MS, University of Poona; BA, University of Poona

Corinna O Cole, PHD (lls_cvc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Julie P Combs, EDD (jpc002@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Texas A&M University

Eric J Connolly, PHD (ejc025@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Univ of North Alabama; BA, West Virginia University

Mary A. Conroy, PHD (psy_mac@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Colorado State University; BA, Michigan State University

Douglas H Constance, PHD (soc_dhc@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BS, Univ of Missouri-Columbia

Alma Linda Contreras-Vanegas, PHD (alc058@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University
Jerry L. Cook, PHD (bio_jlc@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Colorado State Univ-Pueblo; BS, Colorado State Univ-Pueblo

Tamara J. Cook, PHD (bio_tjc@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln

Brian Jay Cooper, PHD (bio_bjc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MS, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Beth L Cory, PHD (blc006@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, University of Virginia - SFS; MS, Florida State University; BS, Liberty University

Thomas H Cox, PHD (thc001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, University at Buffalo, Suny; MA, University at Buffalo, Suny; BA, Birmingham-Southern College; BS, Birmingham-Southern College

Jaime Leigh Coyne, PHD (jaime.berry@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Frank Lane Creghan, EDD (flc003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Lamar University; MED, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BSED, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

James William Crosby, PHD (jwc014@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology; Assoc Dean CHSS, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Abilene Christian University; BS, Abilene Christian University

Steven Cuvelier, PHD (icc_sjc@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Univ of Northern Iowa; BS, Iowa State University

D

Lisa Joanne Dahlgren, PHD (lxv024@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa; BA, Univ of Hawaii At Manoa

Ronald Jude Daigle, PHD (rjd005@shsu.edu), Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Univ of South Alabama

Jay Tyler Davidson, PHD (jxd115@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, West Virginia University; MS, West Virginia University; BS, Shippensburg State College

Juan D Daza Vaca, PHD (jdd054@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Univ of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedra; MS, Univ of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedra; BS, Universidad del Valle

Peggy A DeMers, DMA (mus_pad@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MM, Univ of Cincinnati; BM, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Fatih Demiroz, PHD (fxd009@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Central Florida; MPA, Univ of Central Florida; BA, Yeditepe University

Michael T Demson, PHD (mtd007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Grad Sch & Univ Center; MA, Grad Sch & Univ Center; BA, Reed College

Furjen Deng, PHD (soc_fjd@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Purdue University; MS, Purdue University; BA, National Taiwan University

Jennifer Johnson Didier, PHD (jennifer.didier@shsu.edu), Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Brandy Gunel Doleshal, PHD (bdoleshal@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Indiana University; BS, Indiana University

John C Domino, PHD (pol_jcd@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Miami University; MA, Eastern Kentucky University; BA, Florida-Atlantic U

Brian F Domitrovic, PHD (bfd001@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Harvard University; AM, Harvard University; AB, Columbia University

Robert E. Donahoo, PHD (eng_rxd@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Duke University; MA, Duke University; BA, Baylor University; BA, Baylor University
Karen M Douglas, PHD (kmld007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Diane Dowdey, PHD (eng_dxd@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BA, Texas Christian University; BA, Texas Christian University

Laura Elizabeth Drislane, PhD (led042@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BA, Northwestern University

David M Drukker, PhD (dxd070@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Oberlin College

Jaime Betancourt Duran, PhD (jbd023@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Univ of Texas-Pan American; BA, Univ of Texas-Pan American

Paul William Eaton, PhD (pwe003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MED, LSU & A&M College; MED, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

William D. Edgington, EDD (wedgington@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Oklahoma State University; MED, Midwestern State University; BSED, Texas Christian University

William A Ellegood, PhD (wxe002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Missouri-St Louis; MBA, Ball State University; BS, Kettering University

Maggie Jane Elmore, PhD (mxe053@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Calif-Berkeley; MA, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Hatem Abdelrahman Omar Elshabrawy, PhD (hxe007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, PHD, Univ of Illinois-Chicago; BPHARM, Cairo University

Mevhibe Pinar Emiralioglu, PhD (mpe005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Chicago; MA, Univ of Chicago; MA, Bilkent University; BA, Bogazici University

Jason S Enia, PhD (jason.enia@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Fordham University; BA, Univ of Dayton; BA, Univ of Dayton

Brent Cullen Estes, PhD (bce001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Florida State University; MSS, U.S. Sports Academy; BS, Faulkner University

Maria M Feu Lopez, PHD (mmf017@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Hood College; BA, Universidad de Barcelona

Yvette L Figueroa, PhD (ylf001@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Miami; MSED, Univ of Miami; BSED, Univ of Miami

Rebecca L Finley, MFA (rlf001@shsu.edu), Professor of Photography, Department of Art, MFA, San Francisco Art Inst; BA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville

William P Fleming, PHD (eng_wpf@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Toledo; MA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Jamile Marmitt Forcelini, PhD (forcelini@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Florida State University; BA, University of Passo Fundo

Richard Kirby Ford, EDD (rkf006@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, EDD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M-Kingsville; BS, Texas A&M University

Andrea S Foster, PHD (asf004@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Mark W. Frank, PHD (eco_mwf@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics and Chair, Economics and International Business, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BS, Texas A&M University
Courtney A Franklin, PHD (caf015@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Washington State University; MA, Washington State University; BA, Gonzaga University

Travis W Franklin, PHD (twf001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Washington State University; MA, Washington State University; BA, Gonzaga University

Leif M French, PHD (lmf027@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of World Languages and Cultures, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Universite Laval; MA, Universite Laval; BA, California St Un-Sacramento

Matthew Bryan Fuller, PHD (mbf005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Illinois State University; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Mary C Funk, PHD (mcf012@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of Mississippi; MBA, Western Illinois University; MS, Western Illinois University; BS, Western Illinois University

Marcus James Funk, PHD (mjf023@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Trinity University

Anne R Gaillard, PHD (bio_arg@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biology; Associate Dean, College of Science and Engin Tec, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Emory University; BS, Purdue University

Di Gao, PHD (dxg085@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, North Dakota State University; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BEC, Tianjin University; BBA, Tianjin University

Rebecca E Garcia, PHD (mth_reg@shsu.edu), Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, New Mexico State University; MA, Univ of Calif-Berkeley; BS, Loyola Marymount University

Jeffrey A Gardner, PHD (jag175@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MA, Univ of Georgia; BA, Brigham Young University-Idaho

Randall L Garner, PHD (rgarner@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology and Associate Dean, COCJ, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Yvonne Garza-Chaves, PHD (yxg002@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MSW, Our Lady of Lake University; BSW, Univ of Texas-Pan American

Hannah R Gerber, PHD (hrg004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MS, Florida State University; BA, Florida State University

Jurg Gerber, PHD (icc_jkg@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Washington State University; MA, Washington State University; BA, Eastern Washington University

William B Glisson, PHD (glisson@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Computer Science, Director of SHSU Ctr of Exc in DF, Department of Computer Science, PHD, University of Glasgow; MSC, University of Strathclyde; BS, Univ of N Carolina-Greensboro

Amber Joyce Godwin, PHD (ajg007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of West Florida

Mertie Margaret Gomez, PHD (mxm211@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Boston College; BSED, Univ of Houston-Main

Gang Gong, PHD (gxg002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Boston University; MA, Boston University; BS, Peking University

Fidel Gonzalez, PHD (fxg001@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Darren P Grant, PHD (dpg006@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Florida State University; BS, Florida State University

Adele Renee Gravois, PHD (rgi003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktp, & Info Systems, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MBA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.; BA, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.

DeeAnna Green, PHD (dxg095@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Texas Tech University; MED, West Texas A&M State Univ; BS, West Texas A&M State Univ
Michael John Griffin, PHD (mxg166@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Cell Biology and Genetics, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, PHD, Univ of Calif-Berkeley; BS, Penn State Un-Univ Park

Dustin E Gross, PHD (deg013@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BS, Univ of Arizona

Elizabeth A Gross, PHD (eag041@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Wayne State University; MLIS, Wayne State University; BA, Northern Michigan University

Ross Joseph Guida, PHD (ross.guida@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS, Univ of Nevada-Las Vegas; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Sharon M Gustowski, MPH (sxg114@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Osteopathic Principles and Practice, Department of Osteopath Principles and Prct, MPH, Univ of N. Texas Hlth Sci Cnt; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin; DO, Univ of N. Texas Hlth Sci Cnt

Jose Antonio Gutierrez, PHD (jag063@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; MS, Univ of Texas-San Antonio; BBA, Univ of Texas-San Antonio

Lory E Haas, EDD (le@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Thomas W Haase, PHD (twh024@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, University of Pittsburgh; JD, University of Pittsburgh; BA, Chadron State College; BA, Chadron State College

Donovan C Haines, PHD (dch009@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Wichita State University; BS, Wichita State University

Julie E Hall, PHD (eng_@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; MA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill, BA, Univ of The South

Sirkka Helena Halmari, PHD (eng_shh@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Univ of Southern California; MA, California St Un-San Bernardin; MSS, University of Tampere; MA, University of Tampere; BA, University of Tampere

Kristina S. Hanssen, MFA (drm_khx@shsu.edu), Professor of Theatre, Department of Theatre and Musical Theatre, MFA, Univ of Missouri-Kansas City; MA, Univ of Missouri-Kansas City; BFA, Stephens College

James Michael Harper, PHD (jm@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Univ of Idaho; BS, Suny College At Geneseo

John P Harris, PHD (jph020@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geology and Chair of Environmental and Geosciences, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville; BS, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville

Penelope A. Hasekoester, MFA (drm_pah@shsu.edu), Professor of Theatre and Associate Dean, College of Fine Arts and Mass Comm, Department of Theatre and Musical Theatre, MFA, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Western Kentucky University; AB, Eastern Kentucky University

Maki Hatanaka, PHD (m@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Ohio University; BA, Kobe University

Damon Martin Hay, PHD (dhay@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin

Charles Victor Heath, PHD (cvh003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Tulane University; MA, Tulane University; BA, Tulane University

Emily Catherine Howes Heilman, DM (ech035@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DM, Florida State University; MM, Univ of Louisville; BM, Univ of Louisville

Cassy Daniels Henderson, PHD (cdh045@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of Texas-El Paso; BBA, Univ of Texas-El Paso

Craig E Henderson, PHD (ceh003@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MA, Hardin Simmons University; BS, Howard Payne University; BS, Howard Payne University

Michael Henderson, MFA (mhenderson@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of North Texas; BFA, Univ of North Texas
Susan Elizabeth Henderson, PHD (seh007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; MA, Hardin Simmons University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Kenneth E Hendrickson, PHD (khs_keh@shsu.edu), Dean of Graduate Studies, Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, University of Iowa; MA, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Richard C Henriksen, PHD (rchi08@shsu.edu), Professor of Counseling Education, Department of Counseling Education, PHD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MS, Texas A&M - Commerce; BS, Texas A&M - Commerce

Elisa Herrmann, MFA (exh041@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, MFA, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale; BED, Federal University of Parana

Darci N Hill, PHD (eng_dnh@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BA, Texas State Univ-San Marcos

Joseph C Hill, PHD (jch031@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BS, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville

Jamie Hinojosa, MD (jaime.hinojosa@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomy and Histology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MS, Lincoln Memorial University; BS, Univ of Texas-Brownsville

Meagan Elizabeth Hinze, PHD (meh066@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Cornell University; MS, Cornell University; BS, Butler University

Christopher Eugene Hobbs, PHD (ceh079@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, Angelo State University

Victoria Smith Hollas, PHD (torihollas@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; BA, Houston Baptist University

Melinda Ann Holt, PHD (mmx014@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics and Chair of Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Baylor University; MA, Baylor University; BA, Baylor University

Peggy Philipot Holzweiss, PHD (pholzweiss@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Rachel Michelle Houston, PHD (rhm034@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Texas At Dallas

Henry E. Howey, DMA (mus_heh@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, University of Iowa; MMUS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BMUS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana

TzeLi Hsu, PHD (thsu@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Mississippi State University; BA, National Taiwan University

Katharine Alycia Hubbard, PHD (kah126@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Univ of Texas at Austin; MFA, Academy of Art University; BS, Univ of Nebraska-Kearney

Adam L Hubrig, MA (axh151@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, MA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BA, Concordia University

Sheree Robyn Hughes-Stamm, PHD (sxh039@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Bond University; BS, University of Queensland (The)

James W Hynes, PHD (jwh009@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BA, Univ of Illinois-Urbana

Jason R Ingram, PHD (jri004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BA, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale

Roozbeh Iranikermani, MBA (rxi006@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, MBA, Shahid Beheshti University; MFA, Univ of Tehran-Iran; BS, Univ of Tehran-Iran

ABM Rezbaul Islam, PHD (ari014@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Ajou University; BSc, Skakjalal Univ of Sci & Techno
William A. Jasper, PHD (mth_waj@shsu.edu), Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Southern California; BA, Lafayette College

Kurt R. Jesswein, PHD (jesswein@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance; Associate Dean of COBA, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; MIB, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BBA, Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Daphne Diane Johnson, PHD (edu_dxe@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Steve J Johnson, PHD (sji008@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of Utah; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BA, Union College

Carla D Jones, PHD (cdj033@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Arizona State University; MBA, Northwestern University; BS, California St Un-Northridge

Dustin L Jones, PHD (dljones@shsu.edu), Professor of Mathematics Education and Chair, Mathematics and Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Southwest Baptist University

Nathan P Jones, PHD (nxj008@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Univ of Calif-Irvine; MA, Univ of Calif-Berkeley

Brian Matthew Jordan, PHD (bmj018@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of History, Department of History, PHD, Yale University; MA, Yale University; MPHIL, Yale University; BA, Gettysburg College

Ram Chandra Kafle, PHD (rckafle@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Univ of Akron; MS, Tribhuvan University; BS, Tribhuvan University

Timothy S. Kalafut, PHD (tim.kalafut@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; BA, Whitworth College

Scott Aaron Kaukonen, PHD (kaukonen@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MFA, Univ of Arizona; BA, Hope College

Masoud Kazemzadeh, PHD (mk002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Univ of Southern California; BA, Univ of Minesota-Twin Cities

Rosanne S Keathley, PHD (hpe_rsk@shsu.edu), Professor of Health Education, Department of Population Health, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BAT, Sam Houston State University

Stanley F. Kelley, PHD (sfkelley@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Owen Joseph Kelly, PHD (ojk003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Nutrition, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, PHD, University College Cork; BSC, University College Cork

Macle Gayle Kerbs, PHD (mxk061@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas Woman's University; MED, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia; BA, Univ of S Carolina-Columbia

Sarah Kerrigan, PHD (sxk003@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, University of British Columbia; BSC, University of Hull

Khalid Mahmood Khan, DPH (kxk051@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Health, Department of Population Health, DPH, Columbia University; MSC, University of Dhaka; BSC, University of Dhaka

Doo Young Kim, PHD (dkim@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Ball State University; BS, Gachon University

Min Hyun Kim, PHD (mxk056@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of New Mexico; MA, California St Un-San Bernardin; BPED, Kyung Hee Univ Seoul; BPED, Kyung Hee Univ Seoul

Nam Young Kim, PHD (nyk001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MAC, Sookmyung Women's University; BA, Sookmyung Women's University
Youn Oh Kim, PHD (younoh@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Univ of Southern California; BA, Ewha Womans Univ.

Kyle Douglas Kindred, DMA (kdk001@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Texas At Austin; MM, Univ of Texas At Austin; BM, Wichita State University

Taylor S Klett, JD (klett@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, JD, Univ of Houston-Main; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Tracy Roully Knight, EDD (trk033@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of American Sign Language, Department of World Languages and Cultures, EDD, Lamar University; MS, Lamar University; BA, Gallaudet University

Ginger Y Ko, PHD (gingerko@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MFA, Univ of Wyoming; BS, Indiana University-Bloomington; BA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles

Gerald Kohers, PHD (kohera@shsu.edu), Professor of Management Information Systems and Chair, Dept of Mgmt & Mkgt, Department of Mgmt, Mkgt, & Info Systems, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MBA, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; BS, Mississippi State University

Stuti Subbaiah Kokkalera, PHD (sxk078@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Northwestern University; LLM, Georgetown University; LLB, Gujarat University

Jason Thomas Konefal, PHD (jtk007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Michigan State University; BA, St. Lawrence University

Andrey Vitalyevich Koptelov, PHD (axk022@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Academy of Pedagogical Science; BED, Kirov State Pedagogical Inst

Naomi Lynne Krawzik, PHD (stdnlv11@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Alma College

Marion Douglas Krienke, PHD (eng_mdk@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Toledo; MA, Texas A&M University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Santosh Kumar, PHD (sxk034@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, University of Delhi; BA, Ramjas College

Lana Kuscer, DMA (lxk025@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of North Texas; MM, Hochschule fur Musik und Theat; BM, Royal College of Music

Kimberly N LaPrairie, PHD (knl007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MED, Univ of Louisiana-Lafayette; BBA, Henderson State University

Leena Jo Landmark, PHD (landmark@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

Forrest Christopher Lane, PHD (fcl004@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of North Texas; BS, Texas A&M University

John W Lane, DMA (jwl002@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Cincinnati; MM, Univ of North Texas; BM, Stephen F Austin University

Mae Ann Lane, EDD (mal024@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Abilene Christian University

Robert Alan Lane, PHD (agr_ral@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Hillary Anne Langley, PHD (hlangley@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; BA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill

Nicolas J Lantz, MFA (nick.lantz@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, MFA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Lewis & Clark College

David M Lawson, PHD (dxl028@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MED, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Stephen F Austin University
William Hadley Leavell, DBA (fin_whl@shsu.edu), *Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance*, DBA, Louisiana Tech University; MBA, LSU & A&M College; BS, Louisiana Tech University

Elizabeth Lynne Lee, EDD (elz004@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning*, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Texas Tech University

Peter Scott Lehmann, PhD (pssl003@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, PhD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University; BA, Furman University

Mark R Leipnik, PhD (geo_mrl@shsu.edu), *Professor of Geography and Geology, Department of Environmental & Geosciences*, PhD, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; MBA, Rice University; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara; BA, Univ of Calif-Santa Barbara

Teresa Stewart Lesesne, EDD (tis_tsl@shsu.edu), *Distinguished Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology*, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Li-Jen Yu Lester, EDD (ljs001@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Computing Science, Acting Assoc Dean COSET, Department of Computer Science*, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Tahan Institute of Technology

Patrick J Lewis, PhD (pj001@shsu.edu), *Professor of Biology, Associate Dean of Honors College, Department of Biological Science*, PhD, Duke University; MS, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Chi-Sing Li, PhD (dcs001@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education*, PhD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe; MED, Univ of Louisiana-Monroe; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Juliana D Lilly, PhD (mgt_idl@shsu.edu), *Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems*, PhD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MBA, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Sungdae Lim, PhD (slim@shsu.edu), *Assistant Professor or Political Science, Department of Political Science*, PhD, Florida State University; MPA, Florida State University; BPA, Soongsil University

Jeffrey L Littlejohn, PhD (jll004@shsu.edu), *Professor of History, Department of History*, PhD, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville; MA, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville; BA, Belmont University

Qingzhong Liu, PhD (qx005@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science*, PhD, New Mexico Inst/Mining/Tech; ME, Sichuan University; BE, Northwestern Polytechnic Univ

Brian M Loft, PhD (mth_bml@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Mathematics, Faculty Administrative Fellow, Department of Math and Statistics*, PhD, Univ of Oregon; MS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BS, Louisiana Tech University

Dennis R Longmire, PhD (longmire@shsu.edu), *Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology*, PhD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BS, Towson State University; BS, Towson State University

Mario G Loomis, MD (mxl107@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Anatomy, Department of Clinical Anatomy*, MD, Univ of Vermont&State Agr Col; AB, Cornell University

Kevin C Lord, PhD (kcl043@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Pharmacology; Director of Research, Department of Physiology and Pharmacology*, PhD, LSU Health Science Center; MHS, LSU Health Science Center; BS, LSU Health Science Center

Wojciech Lorenc, MFA (wloren@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor and Chair of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication*, MFA, Depaul University; BA, Columbia College-Chicago

Russell P Lundberg, PhD (rpl027@shsu.edu), *Associate Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies*, PhD, Pardee Rand Graduate School; MPHIL, Pardee Rand Graduate School; MPP, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Hope College

Frederick C. Lunenburg, PhD (edu_fcl@shsu.edu), *Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership*, PhD, University of Ottawa; MAED, Seton Hall University; BS, Wagner College

William I Lutterschmidt, PhD (bio_wil@shsu.edu), *Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science*, PhD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MS, Southeastern Louisiana Univ.; BS, De Sales University

Aaron Matthew Lynne, PhD (aml027@shsu.edu), *Professor and Chair of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science*, PhD, North Dakota State University; BS, North Dakota State University

Phillip Mitchell Lyons, PhD (icc_pml@shsu.edu), *Professor of Security Studies; Dean, College of Criminal Justice, Department of Non Instructional*, PhD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; JD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake
M

Junkun Ma, PHD (jxm158@shsu.edu), Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Calif-San Diego; MS, N China Electric Power Univ; BE, Tsinghua University

Martin E Malandro, PHD (mem037@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Dartmouth College; AM, Dartmouth College; BS, Texas Tech University

Tiffany Robin Nicole Maldonado, PHD (tmaldonado@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Rice University; BA, Rice University

Enrique Mallen, PHD (edm012@shsu.edu), Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Cornell University; MA, Cornell University; MA, Universidad de Sevilla

Ananda Bandulasiri Manage, PHD (wxb001@shsu.edu), Professor of Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, University of Kelaniya

Joshua P Manculich, MFA (jxm185@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Ohio State Univ; BA, Point Park University

Balasundram Maniam, PHD (gba_bxm@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of Mississippi; MBA, Arkansas State University; BS, Arkansas State University

Robert Maninger, EDD (rmm023@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of North Texas; MED, Tarleton State University; BSED, Lubbock Christian University

Taylor Elizabeth Martin, PHD (taylor.martin@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; BA, Univ of Rochester; BS, Univ of Rochester

Cynthia Martinez-Garcia, EDD (cmg021@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Texas A&M-Kingsville; MS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

Nara Martirosyan, EDD (nxm021@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Grambling State Univ; MS, Grambling State Univ; BA, Tatev Pedagogical University

Sarah M Mass, PHD (smmass@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Michigan; MS, Univ of Edinburgh; BA, Tufts University

Ruth E. Massingill, PHD (rmassingill@shsu.edu), Professor of Journalism, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Teesside University; MA, Univ of Wisconsin; BA, Southwestern University; BA, Southwestern University

David C Mayes, PHD (his_dcm@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; MA, Univ of Richmond; BA, Univ of Richmond

William Matthew Mc Inturf, DMA (mus_wmm@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Cincinnati; MM, Univ of Houston-Main; BMUS, Univ of North Texas

Joyce Kay McCauley, PHD (edu_jkm@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas Woman’s University; MED, Univ of Guam; BA, Univ of South Florida

Kenneth Bruce McIntyre, PHD (kbm014@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Tulane University; MS, University of Wales; MA, Tulane University; BA, Princeton University

Melissa L Mednicov, PHD (mmmednicov@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Art, Department of Art, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; BA, Smith College

Sanjay S. Mehta, PHD (mkt_ssm@shsu.edu), Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of North Texas; MBA, Angelo State University; BS, Angelo State University

Chris C. Michel, MM (mus_ccm@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, MM, Ohio State Univ; BM, Baylor University

Carliss Denise Miller, PHD (carliss.miller@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MBA, Univ of Florida; BA, Univ of Texas-Arlington

Holly A Miller, PHD (psy_ham@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MA, Morehead State University; BA, Bethel College
Lee Mary Miller, PHD (lee.miller@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Yale University; MPHIL, Yale University; MA, Yale University; AB, Smith College

Melinda Sue Miller, PHD (lis_msm@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BSED, Univ of Texas At Austin

Anna Miromanova, PHD (axm329@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Int'l Business, PHD, Univ of Oregon; MS, Univ of Oregon; MA, Western Michigan University; BA, Irkutsk State University

Vickie Jean Mitchell, EDD (vmitchell@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education and Garrett Endowed Chair, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Texas A&M University; MA, Louisiana Tech University; BA, Northwestern St Un of Louisiana

Benjamin Mitchell-Yellin, PHD (bxm040@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Calif-Riverside; MA, Boston College; BA, Univ of Michigan

Geraldine Isabelle Christ Monjardez, PHD (gxm073@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, University of Manchester; MS, Cranfield University; BS, University of Cent Lancashire

Ricardo Montelongo, PHD (rxm059@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Indiana University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Carolyn Dana Moore, PHD (cxd042@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of Miami; MM, Univ of Miami; BA, Montclair State University

Nadav Morag, PHD (nxm040@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Tel Avi University; MA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles; BA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles

Janice T Morris, PHD (jtm@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of San Diego; MBA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Philip W Morris, PHD (aac_pwm@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Mitchell J Muehsam, PHD (eco_mjm@shsu.edu), Professor of Business Analysis; Dean, College of Business Administration, Department of Non Instructional, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Falguni Shyamal Mukherjee, PHD (fsm002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; MS, Univ of Texas At Dallas; BE, Birla Institute of Tech & Sci

Suren Visaka Mullegama, PHD (svm013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Genetics, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, PHD, Virginia Commonwealth Univ; BS, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Janet Lynne Mullings, PHD (icc_jlm@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Associate Dean, COCJ, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Audrey D Murfin, PHD (adm034@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, SUNY At Binghamton; MA, SUNY At Binghamton; BA, Reed College

N

Diana Kay Nabors, EDD (ils_dkn@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Carroll F. Nardone, PHD (cfnardone@shsu.edu), Professor of English and Associate Dean, CHSS, Department of English, PHD, New Mexico State University; MA, Ohio State Univ; BA, Univ of Texas-El Paso

Chelsey Samara Narvey, BA (ctxn042@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, BA, Concordia University

Hiranya K Nath, PHD (eco_hkn@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Int'l Business, PHD, Southern Methodist University; MA, Southern Methodist University; MPHIL, Jawaharlal Nehru University; MA, University of Delhi; BA, University of Delhi

Adam P Natoli, PHD (apn017@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Adelphi University; MA, Adelphi University; MS, Eastern Michigan University; BA, Rider University

John Charles Navarro, PHD (jcn044@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Louisville; MS, Illinois State University; BS, Illinois State University
Velvet A Nelson, PHD (van001@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Kent State University; MA, East Carolina Univ; BSBA, West Liberty State College

Steve A Nenninger, PHD (san009@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Southern Illinois University Carbondale; MBA, Southeast Missouri State Univ; BSBA, Southeast Missouri State Univ

Diane L. Neudorf, PHD (bio_dln@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science, PHD, York University; MSC, University of Manitoba; BSc, University of Manitoba

John Jerome Newbold, PHD (mkt_jjn@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, St Louis University; MBA, Univ of Cincinnati; BS, Illinois State University

Ray Gene Newman, PHD (rgn006@shsu.edu), Professor of Health and Chair of Population Health, Department of Population Health, PHD, New York University; MPHIL, New York University; MBA, California St Un-Long Beach; BS, East Central University

Lautrice Mc Carty Nickson, PHD (lmm005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Prairie View A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; MED, Loyola University Maryland; BS, Mississippi State University

Andrew M Noble, MFA (amn008@shsu.edu), Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Florida State University; BA, Univ of South Florida

Dionne L Noble, MFA (dln008@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Univ of Utah; BA, Univ of South Florida

Ramona M Noland, PHD (psy_rmn@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BA, Wheeling College

Richard E Norman, PHD (ren001@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Washington; MS, Univ of Washington; BS, Univ of Washington

April Lynn Obrien, PHD (aprilobrien@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Clemson University; MA, Suny Coll of Buffalo; BA, Grove City College

Gary L Oden, PHD (hpe_glo@shsu.edu), Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Univ of Mississippi; BS, Univ of North Alabama

Willard M Oliver, PHD (icc_wmo@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, West Virginia University; MA, West Virginia University; MS, Radford University; BS, Radford University

Seth David Olson, PHD (sxo036@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Kent State University; PHD, Kent State University; MA, The University of South Dakota; BA, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln

Erin Anderson Ornich, PHD (eorrick@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BSCC, Texas Christian University

Willis Mathews Okech Oyugi, PHD (wo002@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles; MA, Univ of Calif-Los Angeles; BA, Miami University; BPHIL, Miami University

Lillie Vivian Ka Padilla, PHD (lvp005@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Arizona State University; MA, Arizona State University; BA, University of Ghana; BA, University of Ghana

Timothy R. Pannkuk, PHD (agr_trp@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Nicholas Charles Pappas, PHD (his_ncp@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Stanford University; AM, Stanford University; AB, Stanford University

Benjamin E Park, PHD (bep013@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Cambridge; MPHIL, Univ of Cambridge; MS, Univ of Edinburgh; BA, Brigham Young University; BA, Brigham Young University

John B Pascarella, PHD (jbp014@shsu.edu), Professor of Biological Sciences; Dean, College of Science and Engineering Techn, Department of Non Instructional, PHD, Univ of Miami; BA, Univ of Kansas; BS, Univ of Kansas; BS, Univ of Kansas

Erica Ann Pasquini, PHD (exp043@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Southern Mississippi; MS, Ball State University; BS, Univ of New Orleans
Michael W Pass, PHD (mwp006@shsu.edu), Professor of Marketing, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Arizona State University; MBA, Georgia State University; ABJ, Univ of Georgia

Dwayne Pavelock, EDD (agr_dxp@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, EDD, Texas Tech University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Recayi Pecen, PHD (regpecen@shsu.edu), Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Wyoming; MS, Univ of Colorado; MSC, Istanbul Univ; BSC, Istanbul Univ

Karin Marie Perry, PHD (kperry@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MLIS, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; BSED, Univ of Central Oklahoma

Ilona Petrikovics, PHD (ixp004@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ Debrecen Med & Health Sci; PHD, Kossuth Laos University; MSC, Univ Debrecen Med & Health Sci

Mary Ann Petron, PHD (map042@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Northwestern University; BSED, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Deborah Lynne Phelps, PHD (eng_dlp@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Delaware; MA, Univ of Delaware; BS, Towson State University

Javier A Pinell, DM (jap032@shsu.edu), Professor of Music, School of Music, DM, Florida State University; MM, Miami University; BM, Wayne State University

Scott D Plugge, DM (mus_sdp@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Music, School of Music, DM, Northwestern University; MM, Northwestern University; BM, Baylor University

Jennifer Karen Pontius, MFA (dnc_jkp@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, Florida State University; MA, California St Un-Dominguez Hil; BA, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham

Deborah L Popham, DMA (dlp037@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Arizona State University; MM, Arizona State University; BA, Univ of Akron; BA, Univ of Akron; BM, Univ of Akron

Jalene Paige Potter, PHD (jpp015@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; MS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi; BS, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

Debra P Price, PHD (edu_dpp@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MED, LSU & A&M College; BS, Univ of Colorado

Todd P Primm, PHD (tprimm@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Baylor College of Medicine; BS, Texas A&M University

Bernadette Pruitt, PHD (his_bxp@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Texas Southern University; BA, Texas Southern University

Nowlin Ross Quarles, PHD (aac_nrq@shsu.edu), Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of Southern California; BA, Texas A&M - Commerce

Uzma Quraishi, PHD (uxq001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Vlad Marius Radoias, PHD (radoias@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Southern California; MA, Central Michigan Univ; BA, Bucharest Acad of Eco Studies

Javier Ramos, PHD (jxr248@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Florida State University; MS, Florida State University

Ryan Wayne Randa, PHD (rxr042@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MS, Univ of Cincinnati; BS, Univ of Wisconsin-Superior

George Kevin Randall, PHD (gkr001@shsu.edu), Professor of Health, Department of Population Health, PHD, Iowa State University; MS, Iowa State University; BSED, Illinois State University
Christopher P Randle, PHD (cpr003@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Ohio State Univ; BA, Hiram College

Stephen H Rapp, PHD (srapp@shsu.edu), Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Michigan; MA, Univ of Michigan; BA, Indiana University

Christian Werner Raschke, PHD (raschke@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MS, LSU & A&M College; BS, Southeast Missouri State Univ

Amar Adnan Rasheed, PHD (axr249@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Northeastern Illinois Univ

Kathleen Rene Ratajczak, PHD (kxr084@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Victim Studies, Department of Victim Studies, PHD, Univ of Kentucky; MA, Univ of Cincinnati; BA, John Carroll University

Chelsea Gilts Ratcliff, PHD (chelsea.ratcliff@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BA, Trinity University

Amy E Ray, PHD (aer066@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Michigan State University; MS, Michigan State University; MED, Texas Christian University; BS, Texas Christian University

Jolene Buxton Reed, PHD (jreed@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of New Mexico; MA, Univ of New Mexico; BS, Brigham Young University

Ronald Lee Reed, MS (rfr054@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Family and Consumer Sciences, Department of Family & Consumer Sciences, MS, Colorado State University; BS, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville

Ling Ren, PHD (lxr013@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; MS, People's Public Security Univ; BA, People's Public Security Univ

Rebecca Lee Renfro, DMA (rrg012@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Connecticut; MM, New England Conservatory of Music; BBA, Sam Houston State University; BM, Sam Houston State University

Christopher R Reutzel, PHD (crr048@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; BS, Southern Utah University

Diego Ribeiro Caetano, DMA (dxr105@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Colorado; MM, Univ of Wyoming; BM, Federal University of Goias

Marilyn Petrus Rice, PHD (edu_mpr@shsu.edu), Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BSBA, Univ of Arkansas-Fayetteville

Shelley Ann Riggs, PHD (sxr142@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Jason Matthew Riley, PHD (jmr099@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Clemson University; MBA, Michigan State University; BA, Iowa State University

Tommy J Robertson, JD (joey_robertson@shsu.edu), Professor of Business Administration; Chair, General Business & Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, JD, South Texas College of Law; BS, Texas A&M University

Shani Nicole Robinson, PHD (snr001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting; Associate Dean, COBA, Department of Accounting, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Rebecca A Robles-Pina, PHD (edu_rar@shsu.edu), Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Western Michigan University; BA, Texas A&M University

Petra Rocic, PHD (pxr037@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Physiology, Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham; PHD, Univ of Alabama-Birmingham; BA, Oberlin College

Emily A Roper, PHD (ear007@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Kinesiology; Interim Dean, College of Health Sciences, Department of Kinesiology, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MSC, University of Toronto; BA, Kent State University

Mitchel P Roth, PHD (icc_mpr@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of California-Santa Barbara; MA, Univ of California-Santa Barbara; BA, Univ of Maryland-College Park

Jared Robert Ruchensky, PHD (jrr107@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, Creighton University
Shyam Sivankutty Nair, PHD
Jessica Annie Simorte, MFA
Donald Charles Shorter, MFA
Temilola Kudirat Salami, PHD
Mary Larue Scherer, PHD
April A Shemak, PHD
Narasimha Karpoor Shashidhar, PHD
Abdelilah Salim Sehlaoui, EDD
Abdellah Salim Sehlaoui, EDD
Kwon Seo, PHD
Narasimha Karpoor Shashidhar, PHD
April A Shemak, PHD
Ronald E Shields, PHD
Katie Jean Shinkle, PHD
Donald Charles Shorter, MFA
Aneika L Simmons, PHD
Jessica Annie Simorte, MFA
Shyam Sivankutty Nair, PHD

Daniel Saenz, DMA
Mahdi Safa, PHD
Temilola Kudirat Salami, PHD
Jose Alberto Santiago, EDD
Raisa Tasnim Sara, MSC
Philip Ryan Saucier, PHD
David Patrick Saxon, EDD
Amanda Walters Scarbrough, PHD
Stephen Mark Scariano, PHD
Mary Larue Scherer, PHD
Abdelilah Salim Sehlaoui, EDD
Ki Won Seo, PHD
Narasimha Karpoor Shashidhar, PHD
April A Shemak, PHD
Ronald E Shields, PHD
Katie Jean Shinkle, PHD
Donald Charles Shorter, MFA
Aneika L Simmons, PHD
Jessica Annie Simorte, MFA
Shyam Sivankutty Nair, PHD

Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Houston-Main; MM, Univ of Houston-Main; BM, Oberlin College
Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, University of Waterloo; MBA, Wilfrid Laurier University; MASC, Azad University; BS, Azad University
Associate Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, University of North Dakota; MA, University of North Dakota; BA, Univ of Central Oklahoma
Associate Professor of Music, School of Music, DMA, Univ of Houston-Main; MM, Rice University; BM, Univ of Rochester
Assistant Professor of Health, Department of Population Health, PHD, Univ of Texas Medical Branch; MHS, George Washington University; BA, De Pauw University
Professor of Statistics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BS, Loyola Univ-New Orleans
Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; MA, Univ of Massachusetts-Amherst; BA, Warren Wilson College
Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; MA, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; BA, Mohamed Ben Abdellah Univ
Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MA, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MAC, Korea University; BA, Korea University; BA, Korea University
Associate Professor of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Connecticut; MS, Univ of Connecticut; BE, University of Madras
Associate Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; MA, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor of Theatre; Dean, of College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication, Department of Non Instructional, PHD, LSU & A&M College; MA, Bob Jones University; BA, Bob Jones University
Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Denver; MFA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BA, Grand Valley State University
Assistant Professor of Dance, Department of Dance, MFA, New York University; BA, West Chester University-Pennsylvania
Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MA, Univ of Houston-Main; BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin
Assistant Professor of Art, Department of Art, MFA, Univ of Cincinnati; BA, University of Saint Mary
Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas Tech University; MSC, Kerala Agricultural University; BSC, Kerala Agricultural University

Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, MSC, Univ of London - School Econ; BSC, Queen Mary Univ of London
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MS, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University
Assistant Professor of Health, Department of Population Health, PHD, Univ of Texas Medical Branch; MHS, George Washington University; BA, De Pauw University
Faculty

Susana Troncoso Skidmore, PHD (skidmore@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Texas A&M University; BA, Texas A&M University

John R Slate, PHD (jrs051@shsu.edu), Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; BA, Eastern Illinois University

Gary W. Smith, PHD (csc.gws@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BS, Texas A&M University

Regina Elizabeth Smith, PHD (regina.smith@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Language, Literacy and Special Populations, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Univ of Nevada-Reno; MED, Univ of Virginia; BS, Colorado State University

Sahar Ahmed Soliman, PHD (sxs187@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Pharmacology, Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, PHD, Univ of Georgia; BPHARM, Ain Shams University

Donggil Song, PHD (song@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, PHD, Indiana University; MS, Seoul National University; BA, Seoul National University

Evelyn Soto, PHD (exs109@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Pennsylvania; MA, Univ of Pennsylvania; AB, Cornell University

Nancy Stockall, PHD (nxs016@shsu.edu), Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Kent State University; MED, Kent State University; BSED, Kent State University

John B Strait, PHD (jbs008@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Georgia; MA, Georgia State University; BS, Wittenberg University

Jeffery W Strawser, PHD (aac_jws@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Texas A&M University; BBA, Texas A&M University

Robert H Stretcher, PHD (fin.rhs@shsu.edu), Professor of Finance, Department of General Business & Finance, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MBA, Univ of North Alabama; BA, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville

Brandon C Strubberg, PHD (strubberg@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Texas Tech University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Kyle J Stutts, PHD (kjs015@shsu.edu), Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BS, Texas A&M University

James Bartlett Stykes, PHD (jbs048@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Bowling Green State University; MA, Bowling Green State University; BS, Austin Peay State University

Min Jae Suh, PHD (mjs068@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Virginia Polytechnic&State U; MS, Stanford University; BENG, Yeungnam University

Jeffrey M Sullivan, PHD (jms107@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Univ of North Texas; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Laura Louise Sullivan, JD (lls003@shsu.edu), Professor of Business Administration, Department of General Business & Finance, JD, South Texas College of Law; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Univ of Houston-Main

Eric P Svensen, PHD (eps007@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, San Diego City Coll

Mary B Swarthout, PHD (mbs001@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Miami University; BA, Berea College

Kevin Donald Sweeney, PHD (kxs047@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Univ of Maryland-College Park; BS, Truman State University; BS, Truman State University

Edward W. Swim, PHD (ews007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Colorado School of Mines; BS, Angelo State University

Madeleine Jean Swortwood, PHD (mjs079@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science, PHD, Florida Int’L Univ; BA, Duquesnes University
Kandi A Tayebi, PHD (eng_kat@shsu.edu), Professor of English, Department of English, PHD, Univ of Denver; MA, Univ of Northern Colorado; BA, Univ of Northern Colorado

Gene Louis Theodori, PHD (glt002@shsu.edu), Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MS, Texas A&M University; BA, California Un of Pa

Monte L. Thies, PHD (bio_mlnt@shsu.edu), Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Univ of Central Oklahoma; BS, Univ of Central Oklahoma

David E Thompson, PHD (det002@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; BA, Carleton College

James W. Tiller, PHD (geo_jwt@shsu.edu), Professor of Geography, Department of Environmental & Geosciences, PHD, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MA, Univ of Oklahoma-Norman; MED, Univ of North Texas; BS, Univ of North Texas

Elisa Luca Toman, PHD (etoman@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MS, Univ of Central Florida; BA, Univ of Miami

Yuma I Tomes, PHD (yit002@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Psychology and Philosophy, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Virginia Commonwealth Univ; MA, Appalachian State University; BA, Univ of N Carolina-Chapel Hill

Christopher Michael Toulia, PHD (cmt033@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Oklahoma State University; BS, Beirut Arab Univ

Manuel Triano-Lopez, PHD (mxt017@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Indiana University; MA, Indiana University; BA, Universidad de Sevilla

Timothy O Trujillo, PHD (txt031@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Denver; MS, New Mexico Inst/Mining/Tech; BS, New Mexico Inst/Mining/Tech

Markland Howard Tuttle, PHD (mht001@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Univ of Tennessee-Knoxville; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Stacy Gwenn Ulbig, PHD (sgu001@shsu.edu), Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Rice University; MA, Rice University; BA, Univ of St Thomas

Doug Roger Ullrich, EDD (agru@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, EDD, Oklahoma State University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Amber Joy Ulseth, PHD (aju005@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Biological Science, PHD, Univ of Wyoming; MS, Univ of N Carolina-Greensboro; BS, Univ of Minnesota

Philip Michael Urso, PHD (philurso@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Kathleen Mary Utecht, PHD (kmu001@shsu.edu), Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Lancaster University; BA, Elmira College

Baburhan Uzum, PHD (uzum@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Michigan State University; MA, Middle East Technical Univ; BA, Middle East Technical Univ

Jorge G Varela, PHD (gyv002@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; MA, Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; BA, Florida Int’L Univ

Kristina K Vargo, PHD (kkv003@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; MS, Southern Illinois U-Carbondale; BS, Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Cihan Varol, PHD (cxv007@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Computing Science, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Univ of Arkansas-Little Rock; MS, West Virginia University; BSC, Firat University

Michael Scott Vaughn, PHD (msv002@shsu.edu), Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, University of Central Missouri; BS, University of Central Missouri

Edna Viviana Velasquez, PHD (evv003@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Spanish, Department of World Languages and Cultures, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MA, Univ of Houston-Main

Adrian Villalta-Cerdas, PHD (axv067@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Univ of South Florida; MA, Univ of South Florida; BS, Univ of Costa Rica

Nancy K Votteler, EDD (nkvotteler@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

William M Wells, PHD (wmw005@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MLS, Sam Houston State University; MLS, Sam Houston State University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University

Holly Ann Kizer Weimar, EDD (hwweimar@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MLS, Sam Houston State University; MLS, Sam Houston State University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University

William M Wells, PHD (wmw005@shsu.edu), Professor and Chair of Library Science and Technology, Department of Library Sci & Technology, EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; EDD, Univ of Houston-Main; MLS, Sam Houston State University; MLS, Sam Houston State University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University; BSED, Stephen F Austin University

Lu-Chung Weng, PHD (dennis.weng@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Tamkang College; BBA, Tamkang College

Rebecca Ann Wentworth, PHD (raw034@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Colorado State University; MED, Oakland University; BSED, Central Michigan Univ

Crystal M Whetstone, PHD (cmw113@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Cincinnati; MA, Wright State University; BA, Wright State University

Stephen Walter White, PHD (sww012@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Univ of Mississippi; MA, Univ of Mississippi; BA, Univ of Mississippi

Grant Joseph Wiedenfeld, PHD (grant.wiedenfeld@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Yale University; MPHIL, Yale University; MA, Yale University; MFA, Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; BA, Univ of Colorado; BFA, Univ of Colorado

Darren Lee Williams, PHD (williams@shsu.edu), Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, PHD, Oregon State University; BS, Univ of Texas At Austin
Justin K. Williams, PHD (bio_jkw@shsu.edu), **Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science**, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Kamphol Wipawayangkool, PHD (kww012@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Management Information Systems, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems**, PHD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Prince of Songkla University

Lawrence Arthur Wolfskill, PHD (wolfskill@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science**, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Jeffrey R Wozniak, PHD (jrw034@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Biology, Department of Biological Science**, PHD, Florida Int’L Univ; BS, Allegheny College

Yue Xie, PHD (yxx008@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Health, Department of Population Health**, PHD, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr; ME, Massachusetts Inst of Tech; MHA, Tulane University; BBA, Univ of Miami

Liu Yang, PHD (willowyang@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems**, PHD, Univ of Missouri-St Louis; MBA, Queen Mary Univ of London; BENG, Xi’an Jiaotong University

Sumith Yesudasana Daisy, PHD (sxy021@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology**, PHD, Syracuse University; MTECH, National Institute of Technolo; BTECH, Univ of Kerala

Faruk Yildiz, DIT (fxy001@shsu.edu), **Professor and Chair of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology**, DIT, Univ of Northern Iowa; MS, Cuny City Coll; BS, MKH Dulati Taraz State Univ

Chase Jonathan Young, PHD (cxy010@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning**, PHD, Univ of North Texas; MS, Walden University, BA, Metropolitan St Univ of Denver

Chi Chung Yu, PHD (jornyu@shsu.edu), **Professor of Forensic Science, Department of Forensic Science**, PHD, Carleton University; MS, Central Police University; BS, Central Police University

Samar M Zahrawi, PHD (sxz015@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Arabic, Department of World Languages and Cultures**, PHD, University of Leeds; BA, Al-Ba’ath University

Christopher M Zall, PHD (cxz027@shsu.edu), **Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Chemistry**, PHD, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities; MS, Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities; BA, Carleton College

Ryan K Zapalac, PHD (rkz001@shsu.edu), **Professor of Kinesiology; Associate Dean, COHS, Department of Kinesiology**, PHD, Univ of Houston-Main; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Pamela J Zelbst, PHD (mgt_pjz@shsu.edu), **Professor of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems**, PHD, Univ of Texas-Arlington; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BBA, Sam Houston State University

Shuangyue Zhang, PHD (sxz002@shsu.edu), **Professor of Communication Studies, Department of Communication Studies**, PHD, Ohio State Univ; MA, Kent State University; MA, Shandong University; BA, Shandong Normal University

Yan Zhang, PHD (icc_yxz@shsu.edu), **Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology**, PHD, Michigan State University; MS, Michigan State University; MS, Michigan State University; BS, Wuhan University

Jihong Zhao, PHD (jxz006@shsu.edu), **Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology**, PHD, Washington State University; MA, Washington State University; BA, Shanghai Inst of Higher Edu

Yuan Zhao, PHD (yxz028@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor of Microbiology and Immunology, Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology**, PHD, Univ of Louisville; MS, Univ of Louisville; BS, East China Normal Un

Bing Zhou, PHD (bxz003@shsu.edu), **Associate Professor and Chair of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science**, PHD, University of Regina; MS, University of Regina; BS, Shandong Univ of Technology

Linda Reichwein Zientek, PHD (lrz002@shsu.edu), **Professor of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics**, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

---

**Interim Faculty**
Gabriel Oscar Bermea, EDD (gxb034@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Benedictine College; MED, Texas Tech University; BA, Texas Tech University

Stephanie Jetaime Bluth, PHD (sjb024@shsu.edu), Dir of Academic Communications; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Adams State University; BA, Adams State University; BA, Adams State University

Susan Kay Borg, EDD (skp007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Central Michigan Univ

Craig S Boudreaux, BBA (c.boudreaux@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Department of Primary Care and Clinical Medi, BBA, Univ of Texas At Austin; DO, Univ of North TX Hlth Sci Cntr

Mary Magdalene Breaux, PHD (mmp019@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Prairie View A&M University; MA, Webster University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Leonard G. Breen, EDD (edu_lgb@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Univ of Oregon; MED, Univ of Oregon; BS, Western Oregon St

Mary Catherine Breen, EDD (mxb079@shsu.edu), Adjunct Faculty, Department of University Wide, EDD, Stephen F Austin University; MA, Stephen F Austin University; BA, Univ of Texas At Austin

Donald L Bumpass, PHD (eco_dlb@shsu.edu), Professor of Economics, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Oklahoma State University; MS, Oklahoma State University; BA, Oklahoma State University

Kirk A Burns, MS (lib_kab@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Computer Science, Department of Computer Science, MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Christine Marie Butler, EDD (cmb013@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Northwestern St Un of Louisana; BA, Northwestern St Un of Louisana
C

Jamie Don Collins, PHD (collins@shsu.edu), Lecture of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Texas A&M University; MBA, Texas A&M University; BS, Missouri State University

Jay O Coons, PHD (stdjoc12@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

D

Magdalena A Denham, EDD (mxm002@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MA, San Diego St Univ; BA, Univ of San Diego

Donna M Desforges, PHD (psy_dmd@shsu.edu), Professor of Psychology, Department of Psychology & Philosophy, PHD, Texas Christian University; MS, Texas Christian University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Zachary A Doleshal, PHD (zad007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MA, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Univ of New Mexico

D C Dozier, PHD (icc_dcd@shsu.edu), Clinical Professor of Security Studies, Department of Security Studies, PHD, Univ of Tx Health Science Cnr; JD, South Texas College of Law; MED, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Sam Houston State University

Vania A Duckett, MPA (vad010@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Health, Department of Population Health, MPA, Texas Southern University; BS, Texas Southern University

E

Stacey L. Edmonson, EDD (edu_sle01@shsu.edu), Professor of Education and Dean, College of Education, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Texas A&M - Commerce; BA, Texas A&M University

Christina Leann Ellis, EDD (cellis@shsu.edu), Dir Accred & Acountablty Svc, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

F

Carolyn F Fiaschetti, EDD (cff004@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Miami University-Ohio

Evelyne Kimbriel Fitzgerald, PHD (kem031@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Daphne K Fulton, DPH (dsf005@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Health, Department of Population Health, DPH, Texas A&M University; MPH, Texas A&M University; BS, Sam Houston State University

G

Patricia Lynn Gregg, PHD (plg014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; MBA, Univ of South Florida; BS, Boston University

Allan David Grogan, PHD (stddag27@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Management, Department of Mgmt, Mktg, & Info Systems, PHD, Concordia University-Canada; MS, Concordia University-Canada; MBA, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

H

Robert G Harmon, MSN (rgb012@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BSN, Austin Peay State University

La Tracy Verchell Harris, EDD (lvh005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Prairie View A&M University; BBA, Univ of Houston-Downtown

Susan Renee Harte, EDD (susantharte@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Texas A&M - Commerce; MED, Lamar University; MA, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; BSED, Peru State College

Janene Withers Hemmen, EDD (stdjwh22@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Iowa State University
David Lesley Henderson, EDD (edu_dlh@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Education, Professor Emeritus, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Texas Tech University; MED, West Texas A&M State Univ; BA, West Texas A&M State Univ

Kevin Samuel Shaw Henning, PHD (henning@shsu.edu), Clinical Asst Professor of Business Analysis, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BBA, University of The Southwest

Aaron David Hyams, PHD (adh061@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Marquette University; MA, Univ of Montana-Missoula; BA, Marquette University

William V Hyman, PHD (hpe_wvh@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Health, Professor Emeritus, Department of Population Health, PHD, Texas A&M University; MSED, Baylor University; BSED, Baylor University

Jacqueline M Ingram, EDD (jmi002@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Kevin Samuel Shaw Henning, PHD (henning@shsu.edu), Clinical Asst Professor of Business Analysis, Department of Economics & Intl Business, PHD, Texas Tech University; MS, Texas Tech University; BBA, University of The Southwest

Aaron David Hyams, PHD (adh061@shsu.edu), Lecturer of History, Department of History, PHD, Marquette University; MA, Univ of Montana-Missoula; BA, Marquette University

William V Hyman, PHD (hpe_wvh@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Health, Professor Emeritus, Department of Population Health, PHD, Texas A&M University; MSED, Baylor University; BSED, Baylor University

Jacqueline M Ingram, EDD (jmi002@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University

Kimberly Diana Jarrell, MS (kdj032@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Health, Department of Population Health, MS, Sam Houston State University; BSN, Univ of Houston-Victoria

Mark Lanser Klespis, PHD (mth_mlk@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MS, Univ of Texas-EI Paso; BS, Univ of Texas-EI Paso

Nina Bledsoe Knight, MM (ngb007@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Georgia State University; BM, Florida State University

Ronny Dean Knox, EDD (rdk012@shsu.edu), Superintendent of Schools 12Mo, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Stephen F Austin University; MED, Univ of Houston-Victoria; BA, Univ of Houston-Victoria

Mary Laura Lariviere, EDD (stdmls15@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Kathleen Latz, PHD (icc_kxl@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Illinois-Chicago; MA, Univ of Illinois-Chicago; BA, Univ of Illinois-Chicago

Olena Viacheslavivna Leipnik, PHD (oxl001@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Kharkiv VN Karazin Nat’l Univ; MA, Luhansk T. S. Pedagogical Univ; MA, Kyiv Taras Shevchenko Nat’l Univ; BA, Kyiv Taras Shevchenko Nat’l Un

Shana Denise Lewis, PHD (sdl015@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Troy University; MS, Troy University; BA, Univ of Houston-Main

Mai Li, PHD (mxl092@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Music, School of Music, PHD, Univ of Texas At Austin; MM, Univ of Texas At Austin; BA, Lanzhou University; MPAFF, Univ of Texas At Austin

Tabitha Dawn Lopez, PHD (tdl030@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Family and Consumer Sciences, Department of Family & Consumer Sciences, PhD, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main; BS, Univ of Houston-Main

Lauren Lacy Mclean, PHD (ilm011@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Sam Houston State University; MED, Univ of Georgia; BS, Kutztown Univ of Pennsylvania

Betsy Janet Mijares, EDD (stdbjd19@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, Stephen F Austin University; MED, Stephen F Austin University; BA, Sam Houston State University

Brian Miller, DMA (brianmiller@shsu.edu), Associate Dean, College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Non Instructional, DMA, Arizona State University; MMUS, Texas State Univ-San Marcos; BME, Texas Christian University

James Arnold Mobley, MD (jam187@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Health, Department of Population Health, MD, Univ of Texas HSC-San Antonio; MPH, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University
Laura Kemp Montgomery, MSN (lkmo02@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, MSN, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr; MA, Sam Houston State University; BSN, Univ of Tx Health Science Cntr; BS, Kent State University

Michael Copeland Moore, DVM (mcm014@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, DVM, Texas A&M University; BS, Texas A&M University; BS, Univ of Texas Medical Branch

Stephen Lee Morrison, PHD (sxm130@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Criminal Justice, Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology, PHD, Univ of Southern Mississippi; MA, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake; BS, Univ of Houston-Clear Lake

Michael Earnest Morrow, EDD (mem051@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Library Science & Technology, Department of School of School of Agricultural Science, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Oklahoma State University

Jannah Walters Nerren, PHD (jwm012@shsu.edu), Associate Dean of Education; Adjunct Faculty; Acting Chair, SoTL, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, PHD, Capella University; MED, Stephen F Austin University; BS, Stephen F Austin University

Vivian Helga Nowazek, PHD (vhn003@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MSN, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BN, University of Manitoba

Ronald B O'Neal, PHD (boneal@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Mass Communication, Department of Mass Communication, PHD, Our Lady of Lake University; MBA, University of Phoenix; BA, Howard University

James S Olson, PHD (his_jso@shsu.edu), Distinguished Professor of History, Department of History, PHD, SUNY At Stonybrook; MA, SUNY At Stonybrook; BA, Brigham Young University

Robert Benjamin Osborne, MM (rbo002@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Music, School of Music, MM, Southern Methodist University; BM, Texas Tech University

Darin James Paine, PHD (djp039@shsu.edu), Visiting Assistant Professor of Agricultural Sciences, Department of School of Agricultural Science, PHD, Texas A&M University; MS, Univ of Florida; BA, Oregon State University

Christopher Francis Patane, PHD (cfp009@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; MA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia; BA, Univ of Missouri-Columbia

Prasopsuk Yabsantiya Pinto, EDD (ppy001@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Education, Department of School of Teaching & Learning, EDD, Sam Houston State University; MS, Texas A&M-Kingsville; BED, Chulalongkorn University

Shannon Ramsey Jimenez, BA (srj033@shsu.edu), Associate Professor and Chair of Primary Care, Department of Primary Care and Clinical Medi BA, Indiana University Northwest; DO, Des Moines University

Kathleen Ann Rice, PHD (kar084@shsu.edu), Associate Dean, COED; Adjunct Faculty, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Univ of N Carolina-Charlotte; MS, South Dakota State University; BS, South Dakota-Mines/Tech

Gabriela Judith Silvestre, PHD (gjs020@shsu.edu), Clinical Assistant Professor of Education, Department of Educational Leadership, PHD, University of Pittsburgh; MED, University of Pittsburgh; CERN, Universidad Nacional Del Lit

Tiffany Terryene Simon, PHD (ttw005@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Counselor Education, Department of Counselor Education, PHD, Sam Houston State University; MA, Prairie View A&M University; BS, Prairie View A&M University

David R Smith, PHD (david.smith@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Political Science, Department of Political Science, PHD, Univ of Texas At Dallas; MA, Texas Woman's University; BS, Texas Woman's University

Kenneth Woodward Smith, PHD (kws006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Mathematics, Department of Math and Statistics, PHD, Colorado State University; MS, Univ of Illinois-Urbana; BS, Western Illinois University

Shannon M Taylor, EDD (smt050@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Educational Leadership, Department of Educational Leadership, EDD, California Luthrn Un; MED, Baylor University; BS, Baylor University
Terrence R Waugh, PHD (trw006@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Engineering Technology, Department of Engineering Technology, PHD, Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; MS, Univ of Nebraska-Omaha; BA, Creighton University

Courtney Ann West, PHD (west@shsu.edu), Asst Dean of Osteopathic Medicine for Educational Development, Adjunct Faculty, Department of Honors Program, PHD, Texas A&M University; MED, Sam Houston State University; BS, Sam Houston State University

Brooklynn Joy Wynveen, PHD (bjw028@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Clemson University; MNRD, Texas A&M University; BA, Univ of Maryland-Univ Coll

Mariah Jade Zimpfer, PHD (zimpfer@shsu.edu), Lecturer of Sociology, Department of Sociology, PHD, Univ of Edinburgh; MA, Rutgers, The St Un of Nj; BA, Sam Houston State University

Kelly Kristine Zinn, PHD (kkzinn@shsu.edu), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Nursing, PHD, Loyola Univ-Chicago; MS, Univ of Nebraska Med Center; BSN, Clarkson College